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Backroom
METTLER TOLEDO weighing, 
wrapping and labeling solutions 
for the backroom are powerful, 
durable and easy to clean. They 
support the integration into the 
IT system, traceability and 
nutritional value information.

Bakery
METTLER TOLEDO weighing and 
labeling solutions are absolutely 
ideal for the high quantity and 
volume requirements in bakeries, 
and ensure perfect product 
presentation for expensive 
confectionery shop items.

Fruit and Vegetables
METTLER TOLEDO Self-Service 
Scales with applications for 
displaying sales-boosting 
promotions and consumer 
information that shorten 
checkout time and improve 
profitability.

Specialty Zones
METTLER TOLEDO solutions for 
mobile sales: Portable compact 
scales and counter scales with 
cash register functions and 
integrated payment systems 
ensure sales success beyond 
the checkout area.

Fresh Food Counter
Perfect customer service at 
service counters: METTLER 
TOLEDO counter scales are the 
ideal platform for sales-boosting, 
networked applications – from 
price and item maintenance 
to product information for 
customers.

Cash Register Area
Whether checkout scales with 
market-leading POS and scanner 
functionality or basic scales for 
weighing, METTLER TOLEDO 
checkout solutions boost 
efficiency and minimize 
waiting time at checkout.

METTLER TOLEDO supports food retailers with powerful solutions for weighing, wrapping 
and labeling along the entire value chain – from highly efficient automatic weighing, 
wrapping and pricing in the backroom to quick service and support processes at the sales 
counters, and in specialty areas as well as immediate checkout at the cash register.

Perfectly Placed
Your Partner in Fresh Food ManagementRe
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For Bottom Line Results

Take a look at the FreshWay video: 

  www.mt.com/freshway

FreshWay Line 
Freshen Up Your Front Line

The first choice for leading food retailers. FreshWay combines award-winning design and 
open PC technology with perfect weighing and operating convenience at the POS.

  www.mt.com/retail-fresh
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FreshWay T FreshWay V FreshWay C FreshWay H

Weighing Range 3 kg / 6 kg 6 kg / 15 kg 3 kg / 6 kg 6 kg / 15 kg* 6 kg / 15 kg* 3 kg / 6 kg / 15 kg* 6 kg / 15 kg*

Graduation 1 g / 2 g 2 g / 5 g 1 g / 2 g 2 g / 5 g 2 g / 5 g 1 g / 2 g / 5 g 2 g / 5 g

Min Load 20 g 40 g 20 g 40 g 40 g 20 g 40 g

Operator Display 12.1-inch (30.7 cm) capacitive TFT touchscreen with LED backlight technology,
1024 x 768-pixel screen resolution, vertical infinitely adjustable tilt angle
Optional 15.6-inch (39.6 cm) display available, 1366 x 768-pixel screen resolution

15.6-inch (39.6 cm) capacitive TFT touchscreen 
with LED backlight, 1366 x 768-pixel screen res-
olution, continuous tilt angle adjustments

15.6-inch (39.6 cm) capacitive TFT touchscreen with 
LED backlight, 1366 x 768-pixel screen resolution

Customer screen Optional 12.1-inch (30.7 cm) in LED backlight technology, 1024 x 768-pixel screen resolution,  
vertical infinitely adjustable tilt angle
Optional 15.6-inch (39.6 cm) display available, 1366 x 768-pixel screen resolution

N/A 15.6-inch (39.6 cm) capacitive TFT touchscreen with 
LED backlight, 1366 x 768-pixel screen resolution

Printer 2-inch ticket printer, optional 2-inch linerless printer, max. roll diameter of 70 mm (ticket printer),  
max. 120 mm (linerless printer), cutter for automatic paper cutting, printing speed of  
up to 150 mm/sec. Double printer option

Printer options include: 3-inch linerless or label 
printer; Double printer option

2-inch ticket, linerless, or label printer, max. roll diam-
eter of 70 mm (ticket printer), max. 120 mm (linerless 
or label printer), printing speed of up to 150 mm/sec

Standard Design Counter Scale in Tower Design Processor and weighing plate in a single housing,  
with free placement of the function modules

Counter Scale in Compact Design Hanging Scale

Model Versions Also available as self-service scale without a customer display Flat Edition: processor and ultra-thin weighing  
plate can be placed in separate locations

N/A N/A

Dimensions (W x D x H) 415 x 442 x 501 mm Standard Design: 380 x 290 x 64 mm
Flat Edition: processor 380 x 290 x 64 mm,  
weighing plate 351 x 276 x 26.5 mm

545 x 533 x 183 mm 516 x 322 x 971 mm

Wrapping    

Service Counter    

Self-Service Weighing **    

Checkout    

Suitability for requirements: very well-suited      well-suited      suitable   limited suitability    
                                         unsuitable    * Basic module and CWP weighing plate ** optional self-service version

FreshWay T Double Printer
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Investment Security and Versatility

Easy transition to the FreshWay Line: all scales in the line can be used 
in a mixed environment with METTLER TOLEDO scales from the UC Line 
and UC Evo Line. The UC3 scale software ensures high-quality 
performance with its reliability, system stability, and wide range of 
functions.

Innovative Housing Concept
The FreshWay T design focuses 
on ergonomics, functionality and 
hygiene to support employees in 
their everyday sales activities. 
Versatile equipment options 
ensure flexibility and individual 
adaptation to the sales 
environment.

Sales-Boosting POS Advertising
The FreshWay T includes a 
powerful processor and large, 
bright customer screen to provide 
the perfect platform for advertising 
and brand campaigns at the POS 
– from weekly special offers to 
profitable cross-selling 
campaigns.

Seamless Integration
Whether at the service counter, for 
self-service weighing in fresh food 
departments, or in checkout ap-
plications, standard interfaces 
and open PC technology support 
the complete integration of Fresh-
Way T into established operating 
processes and the goods man-
agement system. 

Pioneering Design  
FreshWay T sets the benchmark for effec-
tiveness at POS with its timeless, modern 
design – recipient of the international 
Red Dot: Best of the Best Award.  
The scale's clean, contemporary design 
 reduces visual barriers to create an open 
sales environment.
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FreshWay Tower gives food retailers access to powerful and sustainable state-of-the-art 
weighing technology. High-quality components ensure maximum weighing and operating 
convenience for employees and customers - while also providing impressive reserve 
capacities for demanding processing and graphics applications.

  www.mt.com/retail-fresh

FreshWay T
Open – Top-Quality – Versatile

Product Benefits

• Award-winning design for a perfect 
customer-focused presence

• Open PC interfaces and high-end 
components

• Easy and seamless integration into 
goods management

• Flexible adjustment to the individual 
weighing application

• Full-feature, reliable scale software
• Easy migration
• Optional 2-inch linerless or ticket printer

• Can be administered using the 
METTLER TOLEDO RetailSuite 
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Permanently and Securely Connected

All scales in the FreshWay Line operate without fans and dissipate 
waste heat via the housing, which saves energy and means that no 
maintenance is required. The cable connections are protected against 
accidental disconnection, such as when cleaning the workstation. 
Optional WLAN ensures the network connection without LAN wiring.

Modular Diversity
The FreshWay V housing concept 
enables free placement of the 
user screen, customer display, 
printer unit, weighing plate, and 
processor. Other options, such as 
linerless printers, fine-tune the 
adjustment to the specific 
operating requirements.

Customized Assembly
FreshWay V is compatible with 
the highly stable and versatile 
assembly and mounting systems 
from Ergonomic Solutions®. This 
ensures maximum flexibility for 
custom integration of the scale 
into the specific work 
environment.

Sustainable Shopfitting
Whether in the standard design or 
with an ultra-thin scale in the Flat 
Edition, FreshWay V does not re-
quire any permanent structural re-
cesses in the counter. This per-
manently reduces the risk of high 
follow-up costs caused by subse-
quent changes to the sales 
counter.

Perfect Customer Service 
By combining ease-of-use with ergonomic, 
subtle placement of the printer unit on the 
counter, the modular FreshWay V concept 
has everything you need to integrate the 
weighing technology into the shop design. 
FreshWay V paves the way for a perfect 
shopping experience.
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FreshWay Vario and its freely positionable components give food retailers unique freedom 
to develop a sales- and service-optimized counter and checkout design. FreshWay V makes 
it easy to adjust the weighing and operation to the individual requirements of the specific 
sales environment.

  www.mt.com/retail-fresh

FreshWay V
Innovative – Versatile – Modular

Product Benefits

• Modular concept for maximum flexibility 
in weighing and checkout areas

• Easy and sustainable component assembly
• Flattest stand-alone weighing plate in its 

performance class
• Open PC interfaces and high-end 

components
• Easy and seamless integration into goods 

management
• Full-feature, reliable scale software

• Can be administered using the 
METTLER TOLEDO RetailSuite
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A Future-Proof Investment

The PC-based FreshWay C is a fresh, future-proof way for food
retailers to meet the needs of today’s most demanding weighing
environments. A custom-designed array of weighing features assures
high performance for a multitude of applications.

Innovative Housing Concept
The user interface of the
FreshWay C offers simplified
operation with scale software
that is user-friendly for both
new employees and experienced
operators. Less training time
means lower costs and more
time for high-quality customer
service.

Versatile Printing
The FreshWay C provides a 
variety of printing options to suit 
your retail counter needs, 
including a 3” label printer, a 3” 
linerless printer, and dual printing 
capability. This flexibility enables 
the FreshWay C to adapt to 
changing printing needs.

Durable Housing
Impact-resistant aluminum
housing with a non-stick surface
protects the FreshWay C scale
against spills, acids, salts, and
fats. This makes it ideal for 
longterm usage, even in high-
lydemanding retail conditions.

Sleek Ergonomic Design 
The large 15.6” touchscreen display of the 
FreshWay C has an adjustable vertical tilt 
angle of up to 30°, supporting ergonomic 
use for operators as well as increased 
productivity.
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FreshWay Compact features a sleek, low-profile design that saves on counter space and
a large touchscreen display that makes operation easy and convenient. The adjustable
angle of the display ensures increased accuracy and optimal legibility for operators. A
custom-designed array of weighing features assures high performance for a multitude of
applications.

  www.mt.com/retail-fresh

FreshWay C
Convenient – Compact – Accurate

Product Benefits

• Compact design saves on counter space
• Open PC interfaces and high-end 

components
• Easy and seamless integration into goods 

management
• Full-feature, reliable scale software
• Easy migration
• Can be administered using the  

METTLER TOLEDO RetailSuite
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Next generation PC hanging scale

The PC-based FreshWay H hanging scale allows retailers to
maximize counter space while effectively promoting products to
customers. FreshWay H combines the advantages of a space-saving
hanging scale with the benefits of a large 15.6” customer display
screen that can be leveraged to boost sales.

Wide Range of Printer Units
The FreshWay H hanging scale
is available with various printer
units for tickets and labels. The
optional 2” label printer is ideal
for printing certificates of origin
and practical preparation tips.

Sales-Boosting Design
The FreshWay H enables in-store
marketing with high power 
reserves that support 
graphicsintensive digital signage
campaigns at the POS. The bright
15.6“ customer display can
increase your bottom line with
salesboosting promotions.

Ergonomic Operation
The large display and simple,
responsive operation of the
FreshWay H make the scale both
ergonomic and easy to use for
employees. This ensures fast,
errorfree weighing and operating
processes, even at peak times.

Durable Housing 
Impact-resistant aluminum housing with a 
nonstick surface protects the FreshWay H 
scale against spills, acids, salts, and fats.  
This makes it ideal for long-term usage,  
even in highlydemanding retail conditions.

The robust, high-performance design of the FreshWay H ensures future-proof, state-of-
theart weighing technology for even the most demanding retail environments. The ergo-
nomic design benefits service staff with easy and convenient operation, helping simplify 
and optimize customer interactions.

  www.mt.com/retail-fresh

FreshWay H
Optimize Space – Increase Sales

Product Benefits

• Open PC interfaces and high-end 
components

• Easy integration into goods management
• Full-feature, reliable scale software

http://www.mt.com/retail-fresh
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FreshBase T
with Customer Display

FreshBase T with Customer Display
and Double Printer

FreshBase T
without Customer Display

FreshBase C
with Customer Display

FreshBase C
Printing Terminal

Powerful counter scale ideal for ser-
vice counters in supermarkets, 
butcher shops and delicatessens.

Multifunctional counter scale that 
combines over-the-counter sales and 
wrapping for self-service displays in a 
combination device.

Intuitive and easy-to-use self-service scale 
with convenient and ergonomic touch-
screen operation.

Durable and powerful compact scale, 
ideal for hot food counters and sales in 
environments with limited space.

Non-weighing terminal perfect for
fresh goods sold by piece.

• Fast and reliable customer service at all 
service counters

• Bright customer screen for attention-grab-
bing advertising

• Connections securely protected against the 
entry of water and dirt

• Also available with a linerless printer in the 
basic housing

• Easy switching between ticket and label  
printing via touch typing

• No roll replacement required
• Wrapping at the counter during quiet times
• Also available with a second printer with  

linerless and autocut function

• Strategic placement of the on/off button on 
the underside to prevent any unauthorized 
shut-down.

• Easy and residue-free label removal thanks 
to the anti-adhesive coating

• Flat, compact design without any disruptive 
visual barriers to the customer

• Quick, easy access to products in the goods 
display

• Also available with a linerless printer in the 
basic housing

• Perfect for labeling piece articles
•  Works together in the network with all  

other METTLER TOLEDO network scales
• MTRS integration

Weighing Range 3 kg /  6 kg 6 kg /  15 kg 15 kg 12 kg* 6 g / 15 kg 15 kg 6 kg / 15 kg 15 kg 3 kg / 6 kg 6 kg / 15 kg 15 kg –

Graduation 1 g / 2 g 2 g / 5 g 5 g 2 g 2 g / 5 g 5 g 2 g / 5 g 5 g 1 g / 2 g 2 g / 5 g 5 g –

Min Load 20 g 40 g 100 g 40 g 40 g 100 g 40 g 100 g 20 g 40 g 100 g –

Wrapping     

Service Counter     

Self-Service Scales     

Checkout     

Suitability for requirements:   very well-suited        well-suited        suitable           limited suitability     

                                           unsuitable      * Basic module and CWP weighing plate

The ideal touchscreen scale for price-conscious food retailers.

  www.mt.com/retail-freshbase

FreshBase Line 
Smart Weighing with Touch Convenience

Everything is Easier. We Call it 
“In-Store Happiness”.

Take a look at the FreshWay video: 

  www.mt.com/freshbase
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Reliable and Resource-Friendly

FreshBase excels in everyday sales activities thanks to its advanced 
Embedded Systems technology with low power consumption, 
outstanding system stability, and fast computing processes. FreshBase 
is a secure, sustainable investment decision for food retailers.

Proven Multifunctionality
FreshBase’s range of functions 
in its scale software is based on 
METTLER TOLEDO’s expertise 
and extensive experience in food 
retailing. All FreshBase scales can 
be easily integrated into existing 
ERP solutions.

Easy to Operate
FreshBase supports employees 
with its easy-to-use touchscreen 
convenience functions. New sales 
and part-time staff can quickly 
learn operation of the scale, 
ensuring fast, flawless customer 
service.

Robust Housing
Die-cast aluminum housing, ABS 
polymer lining, and anti-adhesive 
coating make FreshBase resistant 
against acids, greases and dirt, 
as well as extremely resilient 
against high mechanical loads.

Smart Entry into the Touchscreen Class 
FreshBase is the perfect choice for food retail-
ers looking at an entry-level model for weigh-
ing and operation with touchscreen conve-
nience. Applications include over-the-counter 
sales at the supermarket, in delicatessens, 
and the butcher’s shop. FreshBase also excels 
at wrapping for self-service displays, sales at 
hot food counters, and self-service weighing in 
the fresh food department.

The FreshBase scale line combines fast weighing and operation, thanks to interactive
touchscreen convenience, with the established functionality of METTLER TOLEDO scale 
software. Durable design and high-quality components ensure high device functionality 
and long service life for food retailers.

  www.mt.com/retail-freshbase

FreshBase
Easy – Durable – Functional

Product Benefits

• Extensive range of models
• High-quality components
• Touchscreen Convenience
• Rapid ticket roll replacement
• Proven scale software
• Easy integration into the existing 

operating environment
• Sustainable: Green MT
• Durable housing
• Protected connections
• Easy service and maintenance

• Can be administered using the 
METTLER TOLEDO RetailSuite
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FreshAI

Operator Display 12.1 inch capacitive touchscreen; Screen resolution: 1024 × 768 pixels
Optional 15.6 inch display available; Screen resolution: 1366 × 768 pixels

Camera 2.1 Megapixel CMOS camera; automatic adjustment of key parameters
Industrial-grade, robust metal housing with hidden cables

Printer Pole-mounted: 2-inch ticket, label, or linerless; 3-inch linerless
Remote-mounted: 3-inch ticket or linerless
Printing speed: up to 150 mm/s
Print resolution: 8 dots/mm

Dimensions (W × D × H) 446 × 424 × 567 mm

CPU Intel® quadcore processor

Data Storage 8 GB RAM
128 GB Flash

Operating System Microsoft Windows; Linux openSUSE Leap 15 64-bit

Weighing Range Single Range 30 kg

Graduation 5 g

Minimum load 100 g

Dual Range 3 kg / 6 kg* 6 kg / 15 kg* 3 kg / 6 kg / 15 kg

Graduation 1 g / 2 g 2 g / 5 g 1 g / 2 g / 5 g

Minimum load 20 g 40 g 20 g

FreshAI 
Smart Item Recognition

Watch the FreshAI Video

Learn more about the capabilities of FreshAI
by watching this video:

  www.mt.com/retail-freshAI
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FreshAI enhances self-service weighing applications – in the produce department
and beyond – with automatic item identification.

  www.mt.com/retail-freshAI
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Seamless Shopping Experience

The FreshAI smart item recognition system provides end-to-end
intelligent weighing solutions for modern grocery retailers. Its
impressive recognition capabilities are able to show the correct
product in the top four items displayed on-screen with over 95%
accuracy within only half a second!

Advanced Technology
Item recognition software works
directly on-scale to support
uptime – no need for ongoing
network connectivity. Goods are
identified automatically and 
shown as easilyidentifiable
images on the display. The
advanced software also tracks
inventory usage to reduce shrink
and improve inventory
management.

Reduced Costs
Robust, high-quality components
boost uptime and lengthen the
device life cycle. The user-friendly
interface minimizes the loss in
sales related to customer 
frustrations in locating items.
Auto-learning capabilities enable
the software to “learn” new items
simply via usage – no manual
input by staff required.

Intuitive User Experience
FreshAI’s interactive touchscreen
navigation is user-friendly for
customers, reducing item search
times and simplifying product
identification. Automatic, accurate 
identification of goods provides a 
seamless shopping experience to 
ensure convenience while keeping
customer lines moving quickly.

Adaptability and Efficiency 
FreshAI supports self-service weighing for key 
retail applications such as the fresh foods de-
partment. FreshAI gives retailers the ability to 
share image recognition learning results 
across stores, simplifying multi-store develop-
ment and improving implementation efficiency.

FreshAI
Automatic – Fast – Accurate

Product Benefits

• Automatic item recognition system
• Enhances self-service weighing applications
• Over 95% accuracy in showing the correct 

product in top four items displayed 
on-screen

• Reduces item search times to keep customer 
lines moving quickly

• Ability to share image recognition learning 
results across stores

• Intuitive interface reduces sales losses 
related to customer frustrations in locating 
items

• Boosts uptime with software that works 
directly on-scale
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FreshAI technology provides retailers with a fully-integrated, intelligent weighing solution
that optimizes processes in order to improve efficiency, reduce costs, and achieve
operational excellence – all while maintaining privacy, security, and data integrity.

  www.mt.com/retail-freshAI
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bTouch

Operator Display 15.6 inch capacitive touchscreen
Screen resolution: 1920 x 1080 pixels

Customer Display 7-inch customer display
Screen resolution: 1024 x 600 pixels

Printer Thermal printer for receipts, labels
Printing speed: up to 125 mm/s
Print resolution: 8 dots/mm
Printable width: 56 mm
Roll diameter: max. 120 mm

Dimensions (L x P x H) 394 × 390 × 551 mm

CPU RK 3288 Quad-Core 1.8GHz

Data Storage 2 GB DDR3
16 GB eMMC

Operating System MT Smart OS Embedded

Weighing Range Single Range 12 kg 15 kg 30 g

Graduation 2 g 2 g 5 g 

Minimum load 40 g 100 g 100 g

Dual Range 3 kg / 6 kg 6 kg / 15 kg 15 kg / 30 kg

Graduation 1 g / 2 g 2 g / 5 g 5 g / 10 g

Minimum load 20 g 40 g 100 g

Innovation meets durability with high-quality components for a long equipment life
cycle and a thoroughly future-proof investment.

  www.mt.com/retail-bTouch

bTouch 
Smart Touchscreen Weighing

Watch the bTouch Video

Learn more about the capabilities of bTouch  
by watching this video: 

 www.mt.com/retail-bTouch
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Rich functionality, superior quality and future-proof technology: bTouch is the new scale
for grocery retailers who are looking to move into the performance class of convenient
touchscreen weighing.

  www.mt.com/retail-bTouch

bTouch
Robust – Powerful – Versatile

Boost Uptime

With bTouch, retailers are choosing a thoroughly future-proof
investment decision. Operators enjoy smooth processes, fast
weighing feedback and rich functionality. Robust design and
high-quality components boost operational uptime and lengthen
equipment life cycle, even under the harshest conditions.

Future-Proof Technology
Enhance customer loyalty and
satisfaction. The modern, sleek
design with large display 
improves any store’s image. 
Optional features like the camera 
module help optimize 
performance.

Superior Quality
Durable even in the harshest
conditions: bTouch eases through
printing, weighing, and
touchscreen control without losing
quality. Designed with ultimate
hygiene in mind, pests and
insects are unable to penetrate the
equipment and damage internal
components.

Highly Functional
With its intuitive GUI, powerful
search and smooth operation,
training new operators is easy
and efficient. Your IT department
is fully supported with 
customizations, remote access 
and other advanced features that 
enhance asset management, in-
store advertising and operations.

Intuitive Operation 
With accurate weighing, fast printing and 
innovative technology, bTouch brings convenient 
and intuitive touchscreen operation to sales 
counters and open markets.

Product Benefits

• Touchscreen convenience plus highperfor-
mance scale application

• Rapid weighing process due to the interac-
tive touchscreen user prompts

• High level of functionality and robustness of 
the rich METTLER TOLEDO scales software

• Simple integration into existing processes 
and environments (e.g. tools, inventory ma-
nagement)

• Green MT: Energy-saving and resourceeffec-
tive embedded system

• High-quality components for a long lifecycle
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The bPlus Line:
Small details make a big
difference.

We know that every detail counts. Learn
more about the bPlus line:

  www.mt.com/retail-bplus 

bPlus-U2 bPlus-C2 bPlus-H2

Intuitive and easy to use counter
scale with ergonomic display and
touch screen.

Compact and reliable counter
scale ideal for tight spaces

Hanging scale with label printer

• Adjustable LCD operator display and 
keypad overlay provide exceptional  
readability

• Adjustable, ergonomic keyboard takes up 
less space in tight spaces

• Compact scale perfect for small  
spaces or narrow counter areas

• Hygienic design: die-cast aluminum  
housing with stainless steel tray

• Light touch keyboard is easy to remove 
for cleaning

• Advertising on the customer side of the 
scale can easily be done by adding a 
magnetic picture to the scale housing

Weighing Range 6 kg / 15 kg 12 kg 15 kg / 30 kg 6 kg / 15 kg 15 kg / 30 kg 6 kg / 15 kg

Graduation 2 g / 5 g 2 g 5 g / 10 g 2 g / 5 g 5 g / 10 g 2 g / 5 g 

Minimum Capacity 40 g 40 g 100 g 40 g 100 g 40 g

Keyboard 74 touch keys in total for fast operation
42 preset keys with 2 layers for assigning 84
PLUs or functions

74 touch keys in total for fast operation
42 preset keys with 2 layers for assigning 84
PLUs or functions

99 touch keys in total for fast operation
71 preset keys with 2 layers for assigning
142 PLUs or functions

Printer Thermal printer for receipts, labels and
linerless (optional)
Roll width lables and linerless: 65 mm
Printable width: 56 mm
Roll diameter: 120 mm max.

Thermal printer for receipts, labels and
linerless (optional)
Roll width lables and linerless: 65 mm
Printable width: 56 mm
Roll diameter: 120 mm max.

Thermal printer for receipts and labels
Roll width: 78 mm
Printable width: 54 mm
Roll diameter: 122 mm max.

bPlus is ideal for retailers who are looking to invest in future-proof weighing
technology that helps them focus on what matters: sales and profit. Every part of a
METTLER TOLEDO bPlus scale is carefully designed to provide outstanding benefits.

  www.mt.com/retail-bplus

bPlus Line
Future-Proof Weighing Technology

Ensures the collection of required data in
accordance with national and European
regulations.

http://www.mt.com/retail-bplus
http://www.mt.com/retail-bplus
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Fast and accurate weighing and service. bPlus is an ergonomic and dependable retail scale
that will delight operators with its robustness, reliability and ease-of-use.

  www.mt.com/retail-bplus

bPlus 
Smart – Proven – Furture-Proof

Small Details. Big Difference.

bPlus is perfect for retailers who are looking to invest wisely in future
proof weighing technology that will help them focus on what really
matters: sales and profit. That’s why every part of a METTLER TOLEDO
bPlus scale is carefully engineered to provide you with outstanding
benefits. The difference is in the details.

Convenient Data Management
Keep firmware and configurations
data up to date and optimize the
operational uptime and system
continuity with feature-rich and
legally compliant application 
software. bPlus enables a 
convenient setup and configuration 
by scale configuration software or 
easy USB configuration loading.

Quality 
bPlus lives up to every
expectation associated with
quality. Stylish design, topquality
components like an incredibly fast 
printer and durable housing – 
plus all the carefully considered 
details combined to create a 
tangible difference.

Hygienic Design
The stainless-steel weighing plate
is easy to clean, while the scale
housing is made of aluminium
with impact and scratch resistant
surfaces, designed to eliminate
unnecessary crevices that could
harbor dirt and grime.

bPlus is designed for all stores that place high 
demands on the quality and reliability of the 
equipment they work with. Its ingenious details 
and smart software will simplify the scale, sales 
and category management processes, saving 
you valuable time every day.

Product Benefits

• The latest features and functionalities to 
protect and future-proof your investment

• Durable, high-quality components for opti-
mized equipment uptime

• Standby mode to save power
• Rapid paper roll changes
• Smart software
• Design that meets hygiene standards
• Easy integration
• SImple, economic operation

http://www.mt.com/retail-bplus
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bDrive bMobile

Weighing Range 6 kg / 15 kg          15 kg 15 kg / 30 kg 6 kg / 15 kg          15 kg 15 kg / 30 kg

Graduation 2 g / 5 g                 5 kg 5 g / 10 g 2 g / 5 g                 5 kg 5 g / 10 g

Min Load 40 g                     100 g 100 g 40 g                     100 g 100 g

Operator Display 5.7-inch LCD graphics display in TFT technology, full-color
with white backlighting, brightness adjustable

One line dot matrix LCD display with white backlight

Customer Display One line dot matrix LCD display with white backlight
Text line: 16 alphanumeric characters, dot matrix line

One line dot matrix LCD display with white backlight
Text line: 16 alphanumeric characters, dot matrix line

Tower Display Optional Optional

Printer Thermal printer, Print speed: up to 100 mm/s, Max. print
resolution per character: 8 × 16 dots, Roll width: 57 mm, Roll
diameter: max. 68 mm

Thermal printer, Print speed: up to 80 mm/s, Max. print resolution
per character: 8 × 16 dots, Roll width: 57 mm, Roll diameter:
max. 68 mm

Network and Data Transfer 802/11 a/b/g/n wireless, 10/100 Base T Ethernet,
TCP/IP, USB, DHCP, Secure wireless connection due to 64/128-bit WEP
encryption, WPA, WPA2, WPA-Mixed, 802.1X
authentication, Automatic network connection with DHCP support, No hub
required for network connection, Data transfer via USB device for item data,
configuration, logos and pictures, firmware update and transaction logs

10/100 Base T Ethernet, TCP/IP, USB, DHCP, Automatic network connection
with DHCP support, No hub required for network connection, Data transfer
via USB device

Dimensions (L x W x H) 539 × 529 × 258 mm  539 × 529 × 258 mm

Service Counter  

Self-Service Weighing **  

Checkout  

Suitability for requirements:   very well-suited        well-suited        suitable           limited suitability     

                                           unsuitable      * Basic module and CWP weighing plate

Learn about mobile vendor scales

Download the brochure 

  www.mt.com/ret-vendors

bDrive and bMobile
Supports Mobile Sales Activities

The perfect choice for retailers looking for a reliable and easy-to-use scale that has basic
and advanced weighing and ticket printing functions.

  www.mt.com/retail-bDrive
  www.mt.com/retail-bMobile

Designed for Flexibility
Retail Solutions for Every Environment

Weighing Applications
Legal-for-Trade

Ticket and Label Printing

Mobile Vendor

Ba
si

c 
Sc
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es

http://www.mt.com/ret-vendors
http://www.mt.com/retail-bDrive
http://www.mt.com/retail-bMobile
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Enhanced Mobility

A rechargeable battery kit is optionally available, enabling stores
to operate bMobile independent from a power source. The
battery kit is a perfect match for market stalls and in
environments affected by frequent power outages.

Economic
Flexibility with affordability.
bMobile’s basic functions include
an evolving software platform, 
giving retailers the flexibility to add 
optional functions and updates 
precisely in line with your 
customized needs. Its affordable 
price point makes it the perfect 
solution for an optimized return on 
investment.

Durable
With its aluminum-based housing
construction and its stainlesssteel
platter, bMobile offers maximum 
durability, even under harsh retail 
environments like extreme tempe-
ratures, moisture and dust. En-
sure food safety compliance with 
its easy-to-clean design and 
germ-resistant housing.

Functional
Convenient data mobility via USB.
Access the USB host as a simple
and convenient way to transfer
and back-up data (e.g. item data,
configuration). Operate
independently from plugs and
power grids with rechargeable
batteries (optional).

Make Your Life Simpler 
bMobile represents an easy-to-service solution 
for all mobile shops and chain stores. The scale 
is fast enough for your weighing requirements 
even during peak hours.

With quick and accurate weighing and service, bMobile from METTLER TOLEDO is an
economic price computing scale with a receipt printer that is designed to make your life
simpler. It is a functional scale based on years of experience in leading scale
technology.

  www.mt.com/retail-bDrive

bMobile
Functional – Durable – Economical

Product Benefits

• Compliance – Supports specific fiscal data 
collection according to local EU regulations.

• Customer Tare – Strengthens customer 
loyalty by allowing shoppers to bring their 
own containers.

• Optional Extra Features – Allows the scale’s 
features to evolve with your business 
development.

• Data Mobility via USB – Quick and easy 
daily PLU price updates for mobile 
businesses.

http://www.mt.com/retail-bDrive
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Lower Energy Costs

bDrive reduces power consumption to <0.5 W by automatically
switching to energy-saving standby mode during longer pauses
between uses. A quick touch of any key is all it takes for the scale
to be ready for action again.

Improved Sales Processes
bDrive brings you a full set of tools 
for keeping all your data up-todate 
easily and reliably. Simply do data 
back-ups and price updates of 
your bDrive via the front USB Host 
– no need to bring a computer 
and cables to the shop.

Easy Integration
bDrive offers DHCP support auto-
mated network set-up. 2 RJ45 
Perfect for mobile sales, bDrive’s 
Ethernet interfaces can be used 
for a hubless Ethernet network. Its 
WiFi model supports infrastruc-
ture with soft access point.

Easy to Use
Its bright 5.7” operator display 
ensures readability even in bright 
sunlight. Active operator guidance 
shortens the learning curve for 
new shop assistants. Variable 
soft keys enable quick access to 
all options specific to an 
operational step. 

Improve Your Business Capabilities 
bDrive enables retailers to meet customer 
demand, even during peak hours. The intuitive 
user interface makes scale operation easy 
and reduces time needed to train staff.

With quick and accurate weighing and service, METTLER TOLEDO’s bDrive is a versatile,
multi-functional counter scale with receipt printer for both store and mobile businesses.
Designed for speed and durability, bDrive offers retailers enhanced, comprehensive
weighing processes that will reduce customer wait times and withstand harsh
environments. 

  www.mt.com/retail-bDrive

bDrive
Easy to Operate – Easy to Connect

Product Benefits

• Hygienic, stable, and regulation-compliant 
design is ideal for outdoor markets

• Enhanced workflow and reporting features 
to optimize processes

• Simple integration and customization 
capabilities meet evolving needs

• Light-touch keyboard and one-click key 
mapping shorten transaction times

• Proven and reliable scale software
• Easy network connectivity

http://www.mt.com/retail-bDrive
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bRite Standard bRite Advanced

Models bRite Standard, compact version: 12 kg/2 g,15 
kg/5 g, 6/15 kg/2/5 g

bRite Advanced, compact version: 12 kg/2 g, 3/6 
kg/1/2 g, 15 kg/5 g, 6/15 kg/2/5 g, 30 kg/5 g
bRite Advanced, tower version: 6/15 kg/2/5 g
bRite, weigh only version: 6/15 kg/2/5 g

Operator Display LCD with backlight; 6-digit weight, 6-digit unit 
price,
6-digit total price

LCD with backlight; 6-digit weight, 6-digit unit price, 
7-digit
total price, 4-digit preset tare

Keyboard 32 membrane keys 32 light touch keys

Predefined Keys 16 keys: one key can store one PLU 16 keys, every key can store 2 PLU

Number of PLU Codes 50 100

Dimensions (L x W x H) 480 x 465 x 180 mm 480 x 465 x 180 mm

Stainless Steel Platter 240 x 337 mm (trapezoidal) 240 x 337 mm (trapezoidal)

Power Supply Power adapter: 100~240VAC, 50/60Hz
Battery: 6VDC/4.5AH lead-acid rechargeable 
battery (included)

Power adapter: 100~240VAC, 50/60Hz
Battery: 6 NiMH or D-Cell batteries

Weight Gross weight: 6.1kg / Net weight: 4.2kg Tower version: Gross weight: 5.54 kg/ Net weight: 
3.73 kg
Compact/Weigh Only version: Gross weight: 5.23 kg/ 
Net weight: 3.42 kg

Accessories Lead acid rechargeable battery
• Plastic cover for pan
• Plastic cover for housing
• Deep plate

• NiMH rechargeable battery (x 6)
• Plastic cover for pan
• Plastic cover for housing
• Deep plate
• Ticket roll
• RS232 POS connector
• USB POS connector

Watch the bRite Video

Learn more about the capabilities of bRite by
watching this video:

 www.mt.com/retail-bRite

bRite Line
Simple and Reliable

The bRite Line is made up of stylish, portable retail scales suited to a range of  
retail environments such as open markets, seasonal mobile businesses and smaller 
specialty shops.

  www.mt.com/retail-bRite

bRite Weigh Only

bRite Advanced Tower

http://www.mt.com/retail-bRite
http://www.mt.com/retail-bRite
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Reliable and Durable

Coupled with its high quality weighing technology, bRite is a reliable
and long lasting investment. Using the scale is also fast and
effortless thanks to its ergonomic keyboard layout and simple user
interface – thus speeding up customer service in all applications.

Smart Mobile Business
For complete mobility, the scale
can run via rechargeable battery.
Every scale order includes a
rechargeable battery* with a 
longlasting operation time of up 
to 140 hours.

Ergo Grips
Two ergonomic grips on the lower
side of the scale combined with
its light net weight of only 4.2 kg
make it extremely easy to
transport.

Easy to Read
The three displayed lines are very 
clear and easy to read. The 
backlight can be switched on or 
off according to the ambient 
lighting and to save power, the 
scale automatically goes into the 
sleep mode when not in use.

Quick Workflow
The quick price and function keys on the 
advanced membrane keyboard speed up 
the workflow and reduce operation time.  
An exchangeable preset card enables the 
user to customize the 16 preset keys.

bRite Standard is a stylish, portable retail scale suited to a range of retail environments
such as open markets, (seasonal) mobile business or smaller specialty shops. Its robust
yet lightweight construction, including a high quality stainless steel plate, make it perfect
for these kinds of environment where food hygiene, portability and sturdiness are
prerequisites.

  www.mt.com/retail-bRite

bRite Standard
Quick – Handy – Mobile

Product Benefits

• Robust yet lightweight design
• High-quality stainless steel tray
• Available in compact or tower version

http://www.mt.com/retail-bRite
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High Accuracy and Compliant

This high precision weighing instrument complies with highest industry
standards, including 10V/m OIML regulations. Features like the power
adapter with Power Efficiency Level V and RoHS compliant components
also demonstrate our commitment to electronic safety, accuracy and
environmental care.

Clever Mobile Business
For complete mobility, the scale
can be powered by both
rechargeable NiMH batteries or
standard size D commercial
batteries at the flip of a switch.

Connectivity
bRite Advanced line can be
connected to an external
printer or an electronic cash
register. Printing tickets and
reports in five languages are
standard features of bRite
Advanced.

Direct Control
Four display lines – including an
extra line highlighting preset tares
– are clear and easy to read in all
conditions. The backlight can be
switched on or off and to save
power, the scale automatically
goes into the sleep mode when
not in use.

Fast Operation
Innovative bRite keypad technology delivers 
advanced weighing and signal processing for 
extremely fast operation. The keysheet layers  
can be exchanged for optimum hygiene and  
cost efficiency.

bRite Advanced line has been designed to offer optimum quality for the price in order to
guarantee the robustness, operating speed and accuracy you need, whatever your retail
environment. The Light-Touch layer keyboard, a large 4line LCD, Ergo Grips and the
integrated cable storage offer you a complete package of features rarely seen on an entry
level pricecomputing scale – ensuring that it stands out from the crowd.

  www.mt.com/retail-bRite

bRite Advanced
Robust – Fast – Flexible

Product Benefits

• Optimum price-performance ratio
• Fully-featured weighing technology
• Reliable performance
• Robust and mobile
• Modern design is handy and stable

http://www.mt.com/retail-bRite
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Smooth Sailing at the Checkout

Find out more about the models in the  
Ariva Line and download the Ariva Checkout 
Line brochure:

 www.mt.com/retail-ariva-bro 

Ariva-B Ariva-H Ariva-S Ariva-S-Mini

Dual-interval scale for integration into 
bioptic scanners.

Dual-interval scale for integration 
of horizontal scanners.

Dual-interval scale for  
checkouts without scanners.

Dual-interval scale for  
checkouts without scanners.

• Outstanding speed
• For checkouts with consistently high cus-

tomer presence or distinct frequency peaks
• Ideal for staffed checkouts and self-service 

checkouts in grocery stores, as well as 
heavily-frequented service counters with 
checkout ability

• Flatter checkout area
• For checkouts with limited space or  

special design requirements
• Ideal for checkouts at delicatessens,  

self-service checkouts in supermarkets,  
as well as service counters with a cash  
register connection

• Fast price-computing weighing at the POS
• Ideal for specialist stores, company canteens, 

cafeterias, self-service restaurants, food trucks, 
small grocery stores and market stalls, salad and 
snack bars in supermarkets, and as control scales 
in fresh food departments

• Fast price-computing weighing at the POS
• Minimum space requirement – the smallest 

checkout scale in its performance class
• Similar to Ariva-S, it is ideal for lighter, expensive 

products thanks to its particularly fine weight 
resolution

Weighing Range 6 kg / 15 kg 6 kg / 15 kg 3 kg  /  6 kg 6 kg  /  15 kg 3 kg  /  6 kg

Graduation 2 g / 5 g 2 g / 5 g 1 g  /  2 g 2 g  /  5 g 1 g  /  2 g

Min Load 40 g 40 g 40 g 40 g 20 g

Dimensions (L x W x H) 292 x 102 mm (W x H),
Length depending on the scanner model

399 x 292 x 106 mm (installed)
342 x 282 mm (weighing plate)

280 x 316 x 58 mm (table-top version)
276 x 327 x 58 mm (opt. installation option)

160 x 200 x 50 mm

Interfaces RS-232, USB 2.0, adapter cable for cash 
register connection (optional)

RS-232, USB 2.0, adapter cable for cash 
register connection (optional)

RS-232, USB 2.0, adapter cable for cash register 
connection (optional)

RS-232, USB 2.0, adapter cable for cash register 
connection (optional)

Supported scanners Datalogic MAGELLAN™ 9900i / 9800i / 9600i 
/ 9400i / 9300i / 8400

Honeywell Stratos™ 2700
NCR RealScan™ 74 / 79 Zebra 
Technologies MP7000

Datalogic MAGELLAN™ 2300HS / 
3550 HSI NCR RealScan™ 84
Zebra Technologies LS7808

– –

Ariva checkout scales combine fast weighing processes with high operating convenience, 
ensuring a positive customer shopping experience.

  www.mt.com/retail-ariva

Ariva Line 
Optimized Service at Checkout
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Simplicity and Efficiency 
Find out more about the optimized processes  
of a Chinese customer using the Ariva 
checkout scales: 

 www.mt.com/retail-euromart
Perfectly tailored to specific checkout needs – the Ariva Line provides price, weight, 
and product displays for checkout scales.

  www.mt.com/retail-ariva

Ariva Display Options
Informative – Clear – Transparent
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Four-Line Price and
Weight Display
Immediate price certainty with every single scanning 
process: the price-computing display lists the 
weight, unit price, and amount. Large numbers, 
an anti-glare screen, and a backlit display – which 
switches off when unused to save energy – ensure 
good readability.

• Bright, backlit 7-segment display in LCD technology
• Energy-saving function
• 5-digit weight display
• 6-digit display for unit price
• 6-digit display for amount
• 4-digit display for tare
• Keys for taring and zeroing
• Contrast ratio 100:1

Alphanumeric
Convenient Display
Boosts customer confidence and convenience: the 
alphanumeric display with LCD technology shows 
the item name as well as the weight, unit price, and 
amount. Its diverse installation and upgrade options 
make it ideal for customizing to the specific require-
ments of each checkout area.

• High-contrast, backlit 7-segment display in LCD 
technology

• Alphanumeric dot-matrix display for text (product 
names with up to 21 characters)

• High viewing angle stability
• Installation options: stand adjustment, second 

display, adapter for SpacePole®

• Contrast ratio 250:11

Single-line
Weight Display
The display without price-computing enhances the 
Ariva checkout scale with a single-line weight-only 
display. Large numbers, an anti-glare screen, 
and a backlit display – which switches off when 
unused to save energy – ensure good readability.

• Bright, backlit 7-segment display in LCD 
technology

• Energy-saving function
• 5-digit weight display
• Keys for taring and zeroing
• Contrast ratio 100:1

VCODisp
Virtual Checkout Display
The VCODisp software module brings more space 
and clarity to the checkout area. Checkout and 
weighing information is displayed with VCODisp 
on the cash register monitor; a separate weighing 
display is not required. Installed Ariva scales can 
be retrofitted with VCODisp.

• Free positioning of the VCODisp window on the 
cash register monitor

• Text, frame, and background colors can be set 
individually

• Long-term display of the weighing information is 
possible

• Taring and zeroing via scanner, optional touch 
buttons on the VCODisp window or keypad

EuroMart, SuZhou
Simplicity and Efficiency

EuroMart is a retail store chain focused on selling imported foods with two locations 
in SuZhou, China. The owner was in the import–export business for over a decade, 
so opening a retail store was the next logical step. The stores cater to expats craving 
the comfort of home foods.

With a sharp understanding of their customers, EuroMart focuses on importing
European and American staples such as cereal, cheese, wine and beer. Even though
the vast majority of products are imported, the prices are still affordable.

EuroMart, SuZhou
Premium image
Checkout process efficiency
Ariva-B benefits
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Ariva-B checkout scale
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Simple Integration

Ariva scales support market-leading scanners. They are compatible 
with many third-party provider checkout and POS applications, which 
require access to the weighing information. The USB interface and 
power supply via the scanner make it easy to connect to the checkout.

Extremely Durable
Resilient, easy-to-clean surfaces 
and comprehensive protection 
against unintentional mechanical 
damage: all scales in the Ariva 
Line are designed for continuous 
high use across their entire 
service life.

Fine Weight Resolution 
All Ariva scales have dual-interval 
support for high-precision 
weighing results. The automatic 
switching is based on the weight 
of the item. It minimizes tare 
losses and ensures compliance 
with any statutory provisions.

Outstanding Speed
Ariva checkout scales only take 
70 milliseconds to weigh and 
exchange data with the checkout 
application. This makes Ariva 
so fast that checkout staff can 
seamlessly integrate weighing 
and scanning." 

Seamless Model Range 
The right solution for every checkout: the Ariva 
Line includes scales for integration into bioptic 
laser and image scanners, where speed is 
key; horizontal scanners in environments 
with limited space; and stand-alone scales 
without scanners – such as those used in 
specialty shops.
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Ariva checkout scales and their outstanding transaction speed allow food retailers to offer 
optimized service in traditional checkout areas and at individual checkouts. Customers 
benefit from fast weighing and operating processes at checkout, while also ensuring high 
operating convenience for employees.

  www.mt.com/retail-ariva

Ariva
Fast – Precise – Durable

Product Benefits

• Fast weighing at checkouts
• Seamless model range
• Easy integration and commissioning
• Standard software across the entire 

scale line
• Durable design for high usage
• Dual-interval technology for higher 

weight resolution for light products
• Numerous display options
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FreshPack
Automatic Weigh
Labeler

840
Manual Label Printer

Weighing Range 6 kg 0 kg – 15 kg / 15 kg – 30 kg

Graduation 2 kg 2 g – 5 g

Weighing Automatic Manual

Packaging N/A Manual

Labeling Automatic Manual

Printer Direct thermal printing High resolution

Label Sizes in mm Width min : 35, max : 80
Length min : 30, max : 100

Width: min : 20, max : 80
Length: min : 20, max : 150

Packaging speed 25 packages per minute N/A

No two retail backrooms are the same. METTLER TOLEDO’s weighing, packaging and
labeling solutions give retailers the flexibility to meet any volume required by your
particular backroom needs. From automated to manual operation, you select the
equipment configuration that ensures maximum cost-effectiveness and provides
essential backup throughout the business cycle.

  www.mt.com/retail-backroom

FreshPack and 840
Weighing – Wrapping – Labeling

Learn more about Weighing and
Labeling in the Backroom

Download the Backroom Competence Brochure: 

 www.mt.com/retail-backroom

840 Manual Label Printer

FreshPack Automatic Weigh Labeler
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Production Efficiency 
Meat Backroom Solutions
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Optimize Your Product Displays

The additional “Pop” printer allows you to print logos on rolls of
blank stickers in different colors, allowing you to customize your
logos and communicate effectively with your customer. The user
interface is simple and intuitive, ensuring optimal presentation of
your store’s product displays and boosting sales.

Durable and Hygienic
With its robust and simplified
design, the FreshPack enables a
streamlined cleaning process
and easy maintenance for
operators. This improves hygiene
and boosts equipment uptime.

Boost Productivity
With a speed of 25 packs/min
and the ability to apply stickers
automatically, the FreshPack
allows you to save significant
time and productivity in your
backroom.

Accurate and Precise
Thanks to its METTLER TOLEDO
stop-and-start weighing system,
the FreshPack ensures
consistent and accurate
weighing of all your products up
to 6 kg.

Improved Efficiency 
With its stop-and-start weighing system 
located at the front of the machine, the 
FreshPack automatic weigh labeler enables 
control over production timing and speed.

The METTLER TOLEDO FreshPack weighing & labeling solution is the ideal tool for  
highproduction laboratories. Robust, intuitive, and fast, FreshPack weighing and labeling
system ensures high-quality packaging while improving backroom process efficiency.

  www.mt.com/retail-backroom

FreshPack
Fast – Durable – High-Quality

Product Benefits

• Modularity – the “Pop” printer can be added 
to the system very easily

• Intuitive user interface – touchscreen and 
mechanical keyboard

• Perfect hygiene – Easy to clean
• Easy to change tray conveyor belts

FreshPack
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Complementary and Easy to Use

The METTLER TOLEDO840 Manual Label Printer is the ideal choice for
packaging your fresh products in the backroom for your self-service
shelves. It can be integrated into a manual packing table to optimize
the production station and streamline prepack operations.

Data Management
The 840 Manual Label Printer
provides complete management
of your shelf: manufacturing,
traceability, allergens and
nutritional information. It is easily
integrated into the backroom and
can be equipped with a barcode
scanner.

Intuitive Operation 
Equipped with a 12.1” color
touchscreen, the METTLER TOLEDO 
840 Manual Label Printer guides 
operators and requires only one 
step minimum training. A tilting 
touchscreen provides comfort and 
ergonomics for operators.

High-Performance Printer
With a print speed of 150 mm/s,
the METTLER TOLEDO 840
Manual Label Printer is designed
for large labeling volumes. The
high-definition thermal printer
ensures quality printing of your
texts and logos.

Designed for Your Backroom Operations 
Every purchase of an 840 Manual Label 
Printer includes a comprehensive and 
proactive maintenance and servicing plan. 
With maintenance dates set during planned 
downtime, the system is always up and 
running during day-to-day operations. This 
approach ensures a long service life of the 
device and supports optimal uptime.

eveloped for small to mid-size retail operations, the 840 Manual Label Printer is an
ideal addition to any operation – even in the largest and busiest prepack backrooms.
The 840 Manual Label Printer is easy to use and saves space, time and money.

  www.mt.com/retail-backroom

840
Practical – Intuitive – Streamlined

Product Benefits

• Intuitive operation – Reduced training costs
• Durable construction
• High print speed – Perfect for high volumes
• Quality labels – High definition graphic 

printer
• Easy repair and maintenance
• Can be managed with METTLER TOLEDO 

RetailSuite

840
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A Centralized, Cloud-Based 
Solution
Read about how a Dutch customer is benefiting 
from the RetailSuite:

  www.mt.com/retail-spar
Reduce operating costs, simplify inventory management and ensure availability – 
convenient data, software, and configuration management with the RetailSuite.

  www.mt.com/retail-suite

METTLER TOLEDO RetailSuite
The Modules at a Glance
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DisplayManager

The RetailSuite’s DisplayManager gives retailers 
an easy-to-use tool for utilizing customer display 
screens and TVs as attention-grabbing advertising 
areas at the POS.

• Advertisements at fresh food counters for perfectly 
timed purchase incentives at the POS

• Create and develop playlists: dwell times, 
sequence and transitions, high-margin cross-
selling links

• Assign playlists to the prepared play channels
• Customer queue management via scale screen
• User-friendly operation does not require any IT 

skills for scale management

GateWay

GateWay ensures the connection of METTLER TOLEDO 
network scales to the logistical goods management 
and the ERP system and supplies the devices with all 
centrally maintained product and master data.

• Secured data consistency thanks to central master 
data management

• Complete transparency of all records in supply and 
disposal

• Simple integration via web services
• Device-, branch-, and area-specific provision of 

the data
• High operating reliability and low system 

requirements
• Automatic enrichment through flexible scripting

WorkBench

WorkBench expands the RetailSuite with a tool that 
allows food retailers to easily and conveniently man-
age the touch assignments of the scales and make 
adjustments with just a few mouse clicks.

• Central maintenance of the touchscreen layouts 
and rapid modification of the touch assignments

• Easy adjustments to the depth and breadth of the 
fresh food range

• Convenient updating of the preset keys
• Local changes to the touch assignment (e.g. for 

branch-specific or sold-out offers)
• Branch-specific customization of the touch 

assignment across the device’s entire service life

DistributionServer

The DistributionServer is the central RetailSuite 
module that controls and monitors the software, 
patch, and data distribution of different weighing 
solutions and wrapping devices.

• Convenient device management: automatically 
identify terminals and assign these to branches

• Simple connection of scales via drag-and-drop 
assignments

• Establish remote connections
• Notifications and status requests of terminals, 

event-controlled notifications
• Live monitoring
• Precise advance planning and scheduling of 

upcoming tasks with the Task Scheduler

Spar Niederlande
Zentral und cloudbasiert

Bei Spar Niederlande werden alle Ladenwaagen vom Typ UC Evo Line zentral vom Haupt-
sitz in Waalwijk aus verwaltet. Das Support-Team vor Ort nutzt die Software METTLER 
TOLEDO RetailSuite. Die Zentralisierung bringt für das Unternehmen zahlreiche Vorteile. 

Spar betreut in den Niederlanden rund 320 kleine und mittelgroße Märkte. 2012 beschloss 
der Retailer, sein Preis-, Artikel- und Datenmanagement vollständig zu zentralisieren und in 
die Cloud zu hieven. Binnen vier Jahren wurden alle lokalen Server abgeschafft und sämt-
liche älteren Waagen durch METTLER TOLEDO UC Evo Line Waagen ersetzt. Im Zuge des 
Projekts entschied sich Spar, auch das Waagenmanagement neu aufzusetzen. METTLER 
TOLEDO, bereits langjähriger Partner des Unternehmens, brachte dazu die Softwarelösung 
METTLER TOLEDO RetailSuite (MTRS) ein, die exakt in das neue Zentralisierungskonzept von 
Spar passte. 
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Spar Niederlande
Zentralisiertes Waagenmana-
gement
Datenversorgung und Trouble-
shooting mit wenigen Klicks 

SB-Waage UC-GTT-M
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Quick and Versatile

The DistributionServer is the centerpiece of the software suite. The 
module ensures rapid branch network integration and commissioning 
of newly installed scales, as well as rapid provision of application and 
configuration changes in the existing network. An integrated scheduler 
enables precise scheduling of all activities. 

Low Total Costs of Ownership
The RetailSuite increases device 
availability and minimizes 
downtimes caused by software 
maintenance. Central software 
distribution and powerful remote 
maintenance options give food 
retailers considerable time and 
cost benefits.

Easy to Operate
The RetailSuite manages the 
scales across the departments in 
a single software suite.Whether 
marketing, IT helpdesk, or category 
management, the functionality and 
user interface of every module are 
aligned to the user’s everyday 
requirements.

Central Data Distribution
The RetailSuite eliminates 
expensive, time-consuming 
duplication of work in master 
data maintenance. The software 
reliably exchanges data between 
the ERP system and the scales 
and wrapping machines in the 
branches.

Efficient scale management 
Whether implementing software updates, 
adjustments to key assignments in the 
touch layout, new label requirements, or 
updating offers and campaigns advertised 
on the customer screens, the RetailSuite 
administers all of the desired changes with 
just a few mouse clicks – perfectly aligned 
to the store, branch, and workplace. 
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The METTLER TOLEDO RetailSuite gives food retailers the security of flexible scale 
management across the entire lifecycle of the devices. The modular software suite ensures 
seamless connection of scale infrastructure to goods management and simplifies the 
distribution, maintenance, and updating of data.

  www.mt.com/retail-suite

METTLER TOLEDO RetailSuite
Simple – Flexible – Economical

Product Benefits

• Flexible scale management
• High stability and availability
• Minimum costs when installing additional 

devices
• Consistent transparency and data 

homogeneity
• Rapid distribution of new functions and 

updates (e.g. LMIV, label layouts)
• Fast remote maintenance in case of 

disruption
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Calibration and Certification
• Compliant commissioning 

and calibration
• Timely compliance with all 

calibration dates

Service Care Contracts
• BasicCare
• StandardCare
• ComprehensiveCare
• SoftwareCare

Extended Warranty
• Extended Care
• Preventive maintenance
• Technical hotline support
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METTLER TOLEDO Service knows what fulfilling your specific business requirements 
depends on. Take advantage of the market leader’s expertise and experience, and secure 
the optimal availability and maximum performance of your devices with our services.

The METTLER TOLEDO installation services ensure that your new devices are ready for use on time and generate 
outstanding results in the areas of productivity, quality, and performance from the very first day. The function of 
all your devices is covered by the METTLER TOLEDO warranty for the first year. Reasons to choose the Extended 
Care package for your company:

• Fast service
• Higher availability of your devices
• Better performance
• More savings

Extended Care includes all travel, labor, and spare part costs for the first 24 months after the installation of the 
device. You also receive priority access to our technical hotline.

You can find more information on our retail service offerings at:

  www.mt.com/retail-service

The METTLER TOLEDO Care Packages ensure maximum availability and optimal performance 
for a fixed price. You receive preferential access to our extensive expertise and decide on a 
complete solution for your hardware and software maintenance – with complete cost control 
and certainty.

Service Solutions
Food Retail Partner

Preventive Maintenance
Ensure Precision and Reliability

Important Services at a Glance
We offer a wide range of services for your weighing technology – customized to your requirements.

BasicCare StandardCare ComprehensiveCare SoftwareCare

Preventive Maintenance
• Inspection and cleaning of all mechanical components
• Inspection and testing of all electronic components
• Inspection for wear and tear

• • •

Check for correct functioning of the device • • •

Preferred treatment in service matters • • • •

Discount on labor costs for repairs •

Hotline access for technical support • • •

Covers labor costs for repairs  
in case of device malfunction • •

Spare parts (not including wear parts) •
Remote Support
• Support via telephone, email, chat, and/or remote access tools
• Fast response times and troubleshooting
• Minimal interruption of the normal course of business

•

Software Evaluation
• Software updates for new features and compliance requirements
• Better system availability

•

Calibration and Check Takes place in accordance with the applicable local regulations and provisions



For more information
www.mt.com/retail

A comprehensive, one-stop resource portal: catalogs, brochures, data sheets, 
operating instructions, white papers, guides, manuals, case studies, 
magazines, User Com, webinars, videos, installation descriptions, 
certifications, and much more. See for yourself!

Retail Expertise Library – 
Knowledge Portal 

METTLER TOLEDO Group
Retail Division
Local contact: www.mt.com/contacts
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